
About CHAENG
CHAENG (Xinxiang Great Wall Steel Casting Co., Ltd) is located at National
Sustainable Development Experience Area, Mengzhuang Town, Huixian City, Henan
Province. With beautiful environment, convenient transportation, it only takes one
hour from Zhengzhou Xinzheng International Airport, and only 20 minutes from
Xinxiang railway station. Bus 18 terminal stop can arrive at the company.

CHAENG supply 1-150 tons steel castings customized services according to your
drawing, our castings are very popular both in domestic and abroad, and have been
exported to 25 countries, for example,Japan, Korea, Russia,Italy,Turkey,etc.

CHAENG has advanced equipment:
CHAENG introduced from Germany OBLF company the GS1000 vacuum direct
reading spectrometer, high-speed carbon and sulfur analyzer, the three elements of the
high-speed computer analyzer, digital ultrasonic flaw detector, multi-purpose
magnetic detectors and other physical and chemical testing facilities, leveraged
universal strength testing machine, hammer system prototype and other tensile testing
equipment. Using CAE software for digital simulation in the casting process,
improves the casting technique to a new level. Finished castings uses arc gouging,
CO2 gas shielded arc welding, blasting and other technology, which ensures the
appearance quality of steel castings and forms a complete system of casting
production base.

CHAENG has strong production and processing capacity.
It has φ8m heavy double-column vertical lathe, φ6.3 m vertical lathe and φ8m gear
hobbing machine imported from Russian, Czech T6920 landing boring-milling
machine and domestic TX220 floor type boring-milling machine, 6625Y (2.5m ×
8.0m) gantry milling machine imported from Russia, domestic 120 × 3000 heavy
CNC Universal Machine, and other processing equipment.

CHAENG employs excellent graduates from China top universities, hires experienced
top managers and technical experts. We can provide customers turnkey solutions and



best service from rough casting to finished products.

Main products of CHAENG:
Building materials machinery: ball mill trunnion, ring gear, grinding table and
grinding roller for vertical roller mill, kiln supporting roller, kiln tyre, etc.. Metallurgy,
ceramics industry: Press frame, slag pot.
Shipbuilding parts, auto parts, cabinet housing, hammer, drill bits, etc.
The products produced by CHAENG win a good reputation due to its high quality and
stable performance. Our products are very popular both in domestic and abroad and
exported to Japan, Korea, Europe, etc.
With the equipment advantage and access to export and import, we are dedicated to
provide our customers with top quality product, reasonable price and great service,
sincerely to build a long-term cooperation and achieve win-win and common
development.
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